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PREZ SEZ

What a glorious day! What an opportunity to play hooky ! And so we did. Walked Buster in the
morning, came home to hear Sharon suggesting a drive to Port Dover for fish and chips. Great
idea--with some concern. Saw dozens of bikes [no, not the pedal powered kind} heading
west on Highway 20 while out with Buster. Lots of bikes heading west usually means that
they are on their way to Port Dover. What's the attraction? Don't know. Anyway, go next
door, crank up the MGA, put the top down, remove the side curtains and put them in the
trunk---trunk? You remember what a trunk is. Some British sports cars do have them. They
are generally good for storing the spare tire and wheel, tonneau cover and side curtains.
Luggage ? You kidding ? Buy a luggage rack. Oh yeah. Back to the story. Hop in the car
and off we go to Port Dover. Temperature in the 70's ,sunny and not too breezy. What a
wonderful day for our first run of the year. Took about an hour to drive the 50 miles to the
Port, and we saw lots of bikes on the way.
Port Dover was busy, and that's one heck of an understatement. Bikes all over the place.
We haven't been in the Port on a Friday the 13th, when it attracts bikes (and bikers) by the
thousand, but there were Harleys wall to wall, as well as some others, including one
Triumph (no, not the car--a bike--English). Two other bikes caught our attention. Sharon
spotted them first as they pulled into a parking lot. Both were black, but that wasn't what
made them stand out. They were obviously new, but that wasn't the attraction, either.
What caught our attention was the fact that both were trikes--two wheels in the front, one in
the rear. Shades of HFS! You may have read about them, or even seen one somewhere,
but this was a first for us. Couple of seats like a bike ,fancy black fairings, storage
compartments and handle bars like a bike and made in Canada by Ski-Doo. Wonder how
they handle? No, I'm not going to buy one--we have enough toys.
Tom says he is going to pull the Morgan out of winter storage tomorrow. O.K., but it's stored in a winery. Will it run on last
year's vintage, or will it need vin nouveau? Only Morgan suffering from D.T's. Hope everyone in Southern Ontario is taking
advantage of our early summer and gotten the Moggies out, and maybe run them, top down. If we had an early bird award, it
would go to Don Allen, who courageously drove His Plus 8 ,top down. to our February meeting. That's chutzpah ! That's
hubris ! You'll notice that Cathy drove her own car to that meeting.
Our TR3 project is underway, again. Steve has started the engine rebuild, and that gives rise to a tale. Some , like Martin and
Steven, will smile and say :been there, done that". Ian and John may do the same. Everyone else should pay close attention.
The cast of characters in this tale includes Steve Bridges, Al and Al, Tom, Fred and me. Couple of weeks ago, Steve put the
crankshaft into the block, and then was set to place the new thrust washers into position. Note that the washers were brand
new--still in their wrappers, part of the extensive list of new parts bought for this rebuild. Did they fit? Are you kidding ? Bent,
so they wouldn't fit. Order another set from Tom, and we will have to wait 7 to 10 days for delivery, and Both Steve and I want
to get this engine buttoned up & back in the car. I had an idea. Steve has another TR3 engine on the floor waiting rebuild. It
belongs to Al, a friend of Steve's, and someone I have known for many years. Let's use Al's thrust washers, say I. I can
replace them before Steve is ready to rebuild Al's engine, and we [read Steve] can move along with my engine.. Sounds like a
plan. Steve installs the replacement washers [which were made in a different country than the bent set, although neither
country inspires confidence] and --hold on, there is too much play in the crank. It appears that we need oversize thrust
washers. O/S washers are available, so I order a set from Tom, and we remove Al's washers , rewrap them, and put them
back with his engine parts.
Got the new washers. Steve puts them in place--but they won't fit. Seems that 5 thou washers are about 1 thou too fat. After
some much sanding, the washers fit. The crank goes in, pistons & rods are next, & without incident. Next is the front cover
plate, which has two pedestals, or pins, one of which [the shorter] is used to mount the timing chain tensioner. This pedestal is
loose in the plate, and will need to be replaced and the plate repaired where the pedestal mounts. Where's the new pedestal?
Got the bigger of the two [see "extensive list" above] but the shorter was not purchased, Tom says the part is no longer
available (N/A is becoming a problem with our older cars) but then says that Fred can get us one. Super. But a couple of days
later, Fred phones Tom with the news that the pedestal was not in the order that he had just picked up. Seems someone had
made a clerical error, and the part had not been ordered. Now what? Tom Called the next day--he had located a new pedestal,
and it was on it's way to his shop. By the time we had it in our hands, Steve had decided that the cover plate might not serve
for the rebuild, so I brought along the cover plate off the TR3A engine which I bought some years ago at Bronte. That plate still
had the timing chain tensioner on it, which also meant that the pedestal was still mounted. However, the tensioner had worn a
deep groove in the plate, and this would have to be repaired before it could be used. First attempt was to remove and replace
the pedestal from the original plate. Steve wasn't sold on that repair--the plate was bent [it had served the purpose for the past
35 years], and the pedestal was in crooked. Steve then took the second plate [the one with the groove worn in it] to Al--a
second Al--who filled the groove & installed the pin so that it is now perpendicular to the plate. One good cover plate. Now
we--Steve--can move on, and he has. Timing chain and gears are in place, and my services are required as the parts cleaner.
On the road this summer ? That's the plan, and if it works, the TR will join in on a Morgan run, because that's the car that took
us on our first Morgan run in 1981, and it continued to serve after our Morgan came off the road for restoration
I'll look for you on the 18th of April at Ancaster, and don't forget that the first Sunday in May will be our first scheduled event,
starting at Timmy's on Burloak Drive at 10:00 A.M. No pub meeting in May--so come out for the drive instead. All we need is
dry weather. My prediction for the summer of 2010? Long, hot, dry and humid. My track record on predictions? None right,
498 wrong--but I've got a feeling that's about to change.
Get that Morgan out of the garage, get the top down, and take it for a test drive. Winter is over--time to have some fun!
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Lynda and I just returned from three
weeks in France. What a great trip!
We flew Air Canada to Geneva using
Aeroplan points. We decided to try
First Class for an extra 20,000 points
each and what a treat that was. We
had the cubicle seating which laid
down flat and were equipped with back
massagers. The food and service was
fantastic. A quick walk through the
airport into France from Switzerland
and we had our rental car and we were
on our way to Grenoble and east to
Alpes d’ Huez. The first thing that
strikes you about Alpes ‘dHuez is how
the heck can those guys in the Tour de
France ride bicycles up the 42 steep
switchbacks . We continued our trip by
driving an hour further east and south
through LaGrave and the famous Col
du Lautaret mountain pass. This road
is used for the Tour de France. The
snow banks were 20’ high and there
were about 40 kite skiers at the top of
the pass. Our destination was
Monetiers les Bains which is a pretty
town and part of the Serre Chevalier
skiing complex. We met our friends
Peter & Margaret Pigeon for 8 days of
skiing to celebrate Peter’s 70th
birthday. What a great town and ski hill
(2 thumbs up). The trip culminated with
a drive to the hill town of Cairanne
where our friends live in France. We
spent the week attending outdoor
markets, wineries and touring the
villages of Roussillon (famous for red
and yellow ochre) and Gordes (Peter
Mayle) in the Vaucluse. We capped off
our trip with our own special British Car
Day in the Vaucluse which you can
read about in this newsletter.
2010 is shaping up with many
events. The year starts off with the

Flea Market in Ancaster (see ad in
this issue).
June 5th Steve Plunkett hosts his
annual Fleetwood Country Cruize-In
for charity (see full page ad this
issue). There will be more discussion
about this event at the next pub-lunch.
There are 4 rooms being held at the
Howard Johnsons at 738 Exeter Road
in London for this event. Phone
519-680-5151 to reserve and the
rooms are $70 per night.
June 18-19-20 we hope to leave
Fort Erie at 9AM to go and discover the
world of Frank Lloyd Wright. The
group will tour the Darwin Martin
House in Buffalo and then carry on
south through Pennsylvania where the
Laurels will be in bloom. Day 2 will find
us at Fallingwater and then Kentuck
Knob before returning home through
Allegeny State Park.
On Saturday June 26 or Sunday
June 27th (date not quite confirmed),
the Alan and Kathy Lytle will host their
annual Morgan Club Picnic.
For July 2-5 there is MOG 39 at
Staunton, Virginia. There is also a
possibility of another Long Point Run if
members are interested.
August 7th the Antique and
Classic Car Club of Canada are
hosting a Concours. Ontario. The
location of this year's A.C.C.C.C.
Concours d'Elegance is historic Port
Hope, noted for its heritage downtown
and residential areas, about one hour's
drive east of Toronto. Don and Cathy
Allen are researching a run to Prince
Edward County to dovetail with the
Boot’n Bonnet Club of Kingston for
their “British Car Day”. At last print, the
Winter edition of “The Spanner” didn’t
have the dates set for this event.
.

The French town of
Gordes in the
Vaucluse
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NOTES FROM THE WEST

by Ken and Pat Miles

Traditionally, February 14th or the closest Sunday has been the day of
the annual “Hearts and Tarts Run” for the northern POD of MOGNW.
Over the past years this event has been organized by Steve and Liz
Blake who over the past several years have made this one of our more
popular runs.
Unfortunately Liz Blake passed away in the fall of 2009 after a long and
valiant fight with cancer. In honour of Liz the club decided to rename this
event the Liz Blake Memorial Run. As Steve and Liz like many of us were
also members of the Old English Car Club, it was decided that both clubs
would participate in this first Memorial Run. As a result we had
approximately 25 cars out with 12 of them being Morgans.
We met at McDonalds on Anaciss Island at 10:00 on the 14th under
sunny skies and continued to enjoy them most of the day. We left Mc
Donald`s at 10:30 heading south on Hwy 91 to River Road where we
turned south west to follow the Fraser River to Ladner and the Rifle Bird
Sanctuary where we left our cars and took a walk through the sanctuary
looking for various types of birds but mostly being chased by ducks
looking for food.
After walking for an hour, we departed for Ladner and Sharkeys
Restaurant for lunch. The food and drink was excellent along with usual
ribbing between Morgan, Triumph and MG drivers. Thanks to Win
Muehling for organizing this excellent run.
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Central Canada Morgan Events
April 11
April 6th
April 18
May 2
May 22-23
June 5th
June 18-20
June 26
July 2-5
August 13-15

Pub Lunch, Queenshead Pub, Burlington, 12:00 NOON
Ned Devines, Milton, 7:30 PM, Tales by Steve Sheriff-he flew his Mooney to Paris and BACK.
Ancaster British Car Flea Market, See ad this issue
Pub Lunch, Queenshead Pub, Burlington, 12:00 NOON
Chump Car Racing, Shannonville, Watch the BEER/Allen squad in their CHUMP CAR!
Fleetwood Country Cruize-In, London, Rob Fournie, see ad in this issue
Frank Lloyd Wright Tour, Buffalo to Pittsburgh and back, Thomas Van Zuiden
Lytle Club Picnic, 4 PM
Mog 39, Staunton Virginia, see ad this issue.
Prince Edward County & British Car Day-Kingston, Don & Cathy Allen

Western Canada Morgan Events
April 10th Chicken Farm
Contact Chris Allen 604 538 5264
May 22nd Van Dusen ABFM
Contact Win Muehling 604 299 2425
June 10/11 Devil’s Punch Bowl
Contact Heinz Stromquist 503 224 9576
June 20/21 FATHER Day’s Picnic
Contact Kit Raetson 250 544 2026
August 21st
Rally In The Valley 2010, 10:00AM, Peachland, BC, Bruce Stevenson, brucethebrat@telus.net
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BRITISH CAR
DAY FRENCH
STYLE
It was 24 Celsius so we broke open the shuttered garages and got the cars out!
My friend Peter Pigeon used to race MG’s in
Ontario long before he moved to France. The British
Car thing was in his blood so recently he and Margaret
acquired a 1964 TR4 out of California and shipped it
to their home in Cairanne, France. SO! When the
weather gets good what do you do??? You call up
your neighbours who share the passion and own the
hardware and go for a run! If was 24 Celsius in
Cairanne that day and after two weeks in snow
country skiing in the French Alps, the warm weather
called for a Morgan T-Shirt and a zip in the French

LOREM IPSUM

countryside. John and Annemarie Enters live on the
street above Peter and Margaret Pigeon in Cairanne
in a graceful centuries old country home with just a
high enough wall to keep Winston Churchill’s
granddaughter from spying on them from next door.
The Dutch couple from Brussels love their MG’s. I
didn’t have any Morgan hardware of my own to drive
so time to relax and enjoy the ride! So away we went!
Lynda with Annemarie in the MG Midget, Margaret
with John in his 1947 MG TC and Peter and I in
Peter’s 1964 TR4.

ALIQUAM

BIBENDUM

CURABITUR

DAPIBUS

Sodales nulla
Ante auctor
excepturi
wisi, dolor
lacinia eros
condimentum
dis, sodales.

Lacus nunc
Feugiat at. In
orci ligula
suscipit
luctus, sed
dolor, ut diam
mauris.

Ut facilisis
Ante in dui
ac, turpis
donec, fusce,
quasi amet
urna tempor
amet sit.

Cras volutpat
Mattis justo
massa sed,
odio feugiat
gravida nunc.
Quam ac vel
est dapibus.
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With John in the lead, we headed
down from the hilltop of Cairanne on
our way to Suze-la Rousse and its
castle for some photos with the
cars. We discovered that the castle

at Suze-la Rousse is actually the
University for Rhone wine studies.
As everything closes in France for
dejeuner until 2:30 PM, we took a
few photos and rallied back to the
town of Sainte-Cecile-les-Vignes for
some lunch! John drove us to a
restaurant call Campagne Vignes et
Gourmandises. The lunch
consisted of a wonderful salad with
fresh greens and a phyllo pastry tart
baked with thin slices of canard and
chevre. The main course was a
whitefish poached and served over
fragrant cous-cous with an incredibly
rich sauce. Dessert was a baked
apple stuffed with vanilla ice cream
and chocolate ganache. Did I forget
the wine? Two lovely vins blanc!
From Sainte-Cecile-les-Vignes it
was off to visit Jean Marc and
Kristin Espinasse at their home and
winery called Domaine RougeBleu. Jean Marc tends about 7.5
hectares of grapes and makes a
nice Rose and a couple of red
wines! Jean Marc was out planting
some new blanc varieties when we
arrived so Kristen raided the stash
and had us pull some corks! The
rose was great, fresh, with the
Granache showing through. I really
liked the 2007 Rouge-Bleu Mistral
so I purchased some and have it
resting in Peter’s cave to be

consumed on our next visit to
Provence. Jean-Marc returned

from the vineyard and gave us the
tour of his wine making facilities.
Kristin is from Arizona and has a
popular website called French WordA- Day (http://www.french-word-aday.typepad.com). If you are

we talked about their cars and car
club in Brussels. Several members
of their club attended the Mogs Over
America event several years ago.
At this event, I escorted some
Belgian Morgan owners from

traveling to France this site is
packed with great information! From
Rouge-Bleu we headed back to
Cairanne for Aperatif (more wine
and food items) before our final
meal in France. John and
Annemarie joined us for dinner and

Tobermory to Niagara and it turns
out they are friends with John and
Annemarie. The worldwide British
Car fraternity transcends the planet
and makes for a more interesting
life. I just wish my Morgan was over
there and I could drive it on the
great French roads! Thomas VZ
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SAVING BOYS FROM THEIR TOYS (this article comes from the Jaguar folks at Scalded Cats)
by Tiffany Green (it turns out that none of the Scalded Cats know Tiffany Green)
Ross Hamilton, we dare you to print this article which contains too much truth for you and your “Jagged Edge” boys to
handle. I will not use my real name, so that I can continue to pretend that all is well, and that you guys are sane. I am not
alone, and my thoughts are shared by most of your groupʼs “significant others” who have spoken to me privately about their
fears. Things have gotten so bad that we are forming our own support group. We have done so as a last resort because we
are convinced that your group is completely over itʼs “jagged” edge. If you donʼt print this article, somehow we will.
We simply cannot believe that you crazies are building your own racing car and planning to race alongside and in the
corners. Most of you guys are not exactly spring chickens and it is time for you to act your ages! We have heard the stories
of your Slalom with its less than picturesque parking lot scenery. We thought it couldnʼt get any sillier and more juvenile
than your “Pinks” contest at the Powerade Centre when you competed in real cars to take away each otherʼs dinky
toys. We were wrong. It has gone downhill since then. Your groupʼs maturity level is declining by at least a decade every
year.
Some of us tolerated your track days at Dunnville, Cayuga, and Mosport, those ritzy tourist spots with their great beaches
and restaurants.
At least we knew you really were at race tracks. Our consolation was that there was no lap dancing. You promised us there
would be no side by side racing because there would be no passing, only driving round and round in circles. You were just
going to be on the “little” Mosport training track, not the “big” Mosport.
You claimed that there would be nothing to fear because there was nothing to hit but grass itself. This might have been true
as far as it went, but we now know you were holding back your real plans.
Next there was supposed to be just a tiny bit of passing at Cayuga and the “little” Mosport which was now referred to as the
“Driver Development Track”. We were told that passing would happen only if you were waved on by the car ahead. We
should have smelled a rat. We should have asked ourselves “driver development for what?” It turns out that as we
suspected, you were working up to what we call “demolition derby” racing.
We cannot believe that you have now chosen a thirty year old Jaguar as your groupʼs race car. Havenʼt you heard of metal
fatigue Rob Hutchison? We hear that only Rob Lusty had the good sense to object after he learned about your plans to
install actual war surplus fifty caliber machine guns to fire seventy year old live ammunition.
Barb Hutchison has expressed her concern to us that Rob Hutchison is making plans to fire these guns as you drive. Do
you expect your competition to react lightly to being shot at?? Knowing all that, Rob Lusty still lacks the good sense to
make a clean break from the rest of you as revealed by his generous donation of wheels and tires for your ridiculous
contraption. Shakespeare had it right: we think “Lightning Lusty” doth protest too much.
Although we wouldnʼt mind all of you making fresh wills naming us as your sole beneficiaries, we really have no fears for
your safety on the racetrack. From what we hear, so much safety equipment has been added to car and driver that a crane
will be required to hoist Steve Sherriff into your car when it comes his turn to drive. We predict that the rest of you all
wearing your “ trained seal ” black driving suits will surely pass out from heat stroke in the pits waiting while Sherriff
endlessly circles the track trapped in the roll cage of your race car . You will need the jaws of life to cut that “fatso” out for a
driver change.
We cannot believe you have chosen a Jaguar from the seventies for long distance racing. What part of unreliable donʼt you
get? We predict what you affectionately call your “Draycott Special” will have an endurance measured in minutes. Your only
hope of lasting beyond an hour is because the Catʼs Cradle guys are on your team.
They are just as crazy as you, but they know how to fix these crates, since they have had plenty of practice fixing the
unfixable. We suspect these cars are actually refugees which have fled from North Queen Auto Wreckers which we have
heard is across the road. We donʼt think itʼs a coincidence that the wreckers is so close and that “Maximum ”Mike and
“Nonstop Nelloʼs” cradle is so near an automotive gravesite. Maybe even the wreckers refuse to accept these
collections of spare parts you boys call Jaguars.
We cannot believe you have chosen a car with those silly things at the rear window which we suspect were a last minute
add on at the factory to keep the roof on so it wouldnʼt blow off. Have you no sense of style Ross, with your artistic talent we
expected better of you. We hear you are even designing silly decals to adorn this crap can. We havenʼt yet figured out why
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chose the number 39, but there is probably some voodoo reason connected with your cult.
We cannot believe that in this time of global warming and concerns about our environment, your group intends to race a
sixteen cylinder car and will no doubt remove all the pollution controls. Havenʼt you heard of Al Goreʼs “An Inconvenient
Truth.” You guys must hate the environment!! What have you got against breathing???
At first we thought that Michael Woodman was an environmentalist because we had seen him in a green racing suit. We
thought he would persuade the rest of you to keep the roar down to six cylinders or less following his fine examples in his
Lotus and his Jaguar station wagon. How wrong we were about him!! It turns out he chose that colour because it is British
Racing green and “Missile Michael” is just as crazy about satisfying his lust for speed as the rest of you.
You boys canʼt even figure out your name. We hear itʼs now “Jagged Edge Motor Sports.” Before that it was “Scorched
Paws” wasnʼt it? Somewhere along the line there was also “Scalded Cats” if memory serves us. Are you that thinly
financed that you are trying to get away from creditors with non stop name changes? There must be some kind of scam
going on which we have not yet figured out.
It is so appropriate that your first event is the “Chump Car World Series” at Shannonville on May 22 and 23rd with the
emphasis on “chump” as in “ chump change ” which is what your car is worth now that you have gutted the interior.
We hear a car canʼt be worth more than $ 500.00 or it isnʼt eligible for this circus. You guys are sure in no danger of being
disqualified for that reason.
We hear your plan is to race seven hours on Saturday and seven more on Sunday. We suspect this is to give you time to
rebuild the entire car Saturday night. We will not be fooled by false promises of taking us out to a posh dinner that night.
We have already learned from the “Chump Car” website that there is a BBQ dinner scheduled at the track Saturday night.
Our only hope to be fed properly that whole weekend is if Victor and Dan provide their fabulous lunches.
Fortunately you are not yet so far gone as to enter the all night portion of these races. We have learned that you wonʼt
have any headlights on this wreck. Is that because you have given up before you start trying to get what weʼve heard you
call “Prince of Darkness” electric wires to shed their feeble light? That would be the only sensible move we have seen you
guys make so far. However, if this is a scam, and we discover you are planning to race at night, we will apply to the
courts to have the whole bunch of you certified and lodged in strait jackets.
We know that your plan is to have Steve Sherriffʼs car in the Shannonville parking lot to be cannibalized for parts as
necessary. Jean Bousfield has informed us that Sherriff thinks cannibalization will be necessary since he has warned
David Bousfield to only expect a one way drive down to Shannonville with the return trip in the cab of a flatbed trailer.
Some car you have when it takes two to make one.
Next we hear that your Chief Instructor is ninety year old Peter Draycott. Some of us met this fine gentleman at the Old
Mill. Just because he has cheated death at racetracks for so many years, doesnʼt mean the rest of you are safe. We heard
about his performance when he was chased into your Slalom by the police with lights and sirens. He is clearly as
incorrigible as the childrenʼs character “Toad of Toad Hall,” and we fear that if the rest of you follow his example, we will
continue to suffer while you remain out of touch with reality for many more decades.
It is not as if we havenʼt already suffered plenty long before this latest insanity. Some of us (eg: Barb Hutchison and Connie
Booth) have had to put up with hoists in the garages of their homes for years enabling even more toy cars to be stacked on
top of each other. Others can never even get our own sensible cars into our own garages. For example Bev Sherriff has
parked her car outside since 1973.
Still others have had your “car crazy virus” spread so wildly that their spouses have taken up entire warehouses to house
these chariots of fire. Our sympathies go out to Cindy Fraser, whose significant other “Full Throttle Donny” Kochan has
agreed to house your ugly atrocity of a race car in his warehouse which naturally has a hoist. Canʼt your guys survive
without a hoist?
On the subject of “Full Throttle Donny”, we hear he is in charge of your operation because at the moment he has more toy
cars than the rest of you. You may be impressed that he can change his toy car every time he changes his socks, but we
arenʼt. Cindy has rightly punted his act to the warehouse. The rest of you are also headed to similar places as we reclaim
our garages. We are alarmed at his proposed “Defeat Is Not an Option” mission statement which we fear will take you guys
in the direction of “Win At All Costs”(in other words “WACO”).
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We have decoded all your nicknames. For example it was not tough to figure out that “Rapid Robby” is none other than Rob
Hutchison. We hear he is making duct work to cool your machine down. He is simply nuts. Our proof is that on his own,
without any consultation, he submitted a “Chumpcar” race entry form pretending your car was once some sort of Stealth
fighter jet fitted with an airspeed indicator instead of a speedometer. Sadly, weʼre not joking. We got that right off
the “Chumpcar ” website. That boy sure needs professional work upstairs after he has finished his duct work downstairs!!
Our spies tell us that the notorious “G Force” Gormley has brazenly registered this monstrosity under his Bulletproof Auto
Sales front. He has already dared to let this junker roam the highways on his dealer plates. Will he dare do so now that
“The Beast” has no headlights and no bumpers? Will it also have actual bullet holes as rumoured? Are Steve Gormley and
Robert Lusty going to fire real bullets out of their service revolvers to give this thing bulletproof authenticity in order to soup
up Steve Gormleyʼs advertising? Arenʼt their laws against all of this ? If not, there should be. Who do you guys think you are
--- Clyde Barrow? We sure arenʼt going to get involved as your Bonnies. You guys can go to jail on your own time.
We are deeply concerned that Gormleyʼs low priced lawyer “Smokinʼ Steve” Sherriff is reportedly studying the Highway
Traffic Act for the first time ever, looking for loopholes. We even hear that the shyster has recruited his mentor, retired
Judge David Scott, to assist in a subversion of traffic laws both to and from the racetracks.
We had confidence that the respected judge would be above that, but we have since learned that he owns a 1913 Model K
Ford, and appears to be just as car crazy as the rest of your group. Is it true that Judge Scott will be attending Shannonville
as some sort of front man for your lawless group?
By the way, Sherriff sure comes by that nickname “Smokin Steve” honestly. A few of us are still recovering from overdoses
of his tire smoke. All these supposed law enforcement types are behaving like hooligans, setting a terrible example for
youth, and giving justice a bad name. Ross, we urge you to rein these troubled souls in immediately.
Speaking of youth Ross, I trust you are ashamed that your group has thoroughly corrupted two fine young men, “Carefree
Chris” and “Daring David” Gibbs who have been seen grinning ear to ear while driving sideways on all of these racetracks.
We understand that these young men have been further exploited into building a roll cage for the Beast. There are reports
that other fine young men such as Aaron Perras and Tayten Yachuk have already become victims of your cult.
Just how do you think our group is going to rescue these impressionable younger men? We donʼt expect any help from
father John Gibbs who is just as far gone. The Gibbs brothers have recently been spotted by their concerned mother Cindy
Gibbs, feverishly studying old car racing rules. She reports these rules are labelled “VARAC” which we fear stands for “Very
Aggressive Racing at All Costs.” Where will it all end…?
Ross, our bottom line is that we are very concerned about your groupʼs individual and collective sanity. We do not expect
you and your boys to take up knitting anytime soon, but we long for the days when you restricted your crazy driving to
parking lot slaloms.
Ross, you can expect further articles from our group for the SPEC newsletter as we explore options for action to save all of
you from yourselves. In the meantime, we plead with you Ross to make urgent efforts to free SPEC from the grip of this
crazy “Jagged Edge” cult. You may be the only semi-sane one left.

Reg Beer Coachbuilders Corp.
Providing quality service & Restoration
To Vintage Automobiles
Steve and Martin Beer
12944 Albion Vaughan Rd.
Bolton, Ontario, L7E 4C6

Tel/Fax (905) 857-3210
Email: cmcmog@idirect.ca
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Keep your BLURB
issues coming!
Cut off this
issue!

Did you write that cheque??
Just write that cheque today for $25.00 and
get it in the mail to Cathy Allen, 201 Penn Drive,
Burlington, Ontario L7N 2B6
MSCCC - What A DEAL!
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Lant & Co. Insurance Brokers Ltd.
37 Sandiford Drive
Suite 100
Stouffville, Ontario, L4A 7X5

Telephone:(905) 640-4111
1-800-461-4099 (toll free)
E-mail:tony@lant-ins.ca

If you own an antique car, classic car or a special interest automobile our
Silver Wheel Plan™ is ideal for all your insurance needs.

CMC ENTERPRISES1990 INC.
SALES

SERVICE

12944 Albion Vaughan Road
R.R. 3 Bolton, Ontario, L7E 4C6

PARTS

RESTORATION
E-mail: cmcmog@idirect.ca
Ring/Fax (905) 857-3210
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Membership Application / Renewal
Name:________________________________________
Spouse:_______________________________________
Address:_______________________________________
City/Province:___________________________________
Postal Code: ___________________________________
Email Address:__________________________________
Home: ______/________Business:_________________
Morgan(s) owned:
Model:_______________Year:__________SN:_________
Colour(s):_______________________________________
Model:_______________Year:__________SN:_________
Colour(s):_______________________________________
Membership fee $25.00* for the year. Payable January 1st of each year.
*Canadian $ for membership dues please.
Please make cheque payable to Morgan Sports Car Club of Canada and mail to:
Mrs. Cathy Allen, 201 Penn Drive, Burlington, Ontario L7N 2B6, (905)-634-4704
PRESIDENT:

DIRECTORS AT LARGE:

John Roden
905-892-6907
jsroden@vaxxine.com

Ray Stevens
905-659-6366
rstevens11@cogeco.ca

TREASURER:

Ken & Pat Miles
604-576-8036
kengmiles@shaw.ca

Cathy Allen
905-634-4804
dallen1@cogeco.ca

SECRETARY:

Rod Wilkinson
289-337-9737
rwilkinson@cogeco.ca

BLURB EDITOR:
Thomas Van Zuiden
905-627-3991
tvanzuiden@cogeco.ca
WEBMASTER:
Chris Pattenden
519-746-2385
cpattenden@rim.net

REGALIA:
Sharon Roden
905-892-6907
jsroden@vaxxine.com

WESTERN SCRIBES:
Ken & Pat Miles
604-576-8036
kengmiles@shaw.ca

Dues are payable before
January 31st each year to the
treasurer. The Blurb is
published 6 times/year. Please
forward address changes to
the TREASURER.
Material is not copywrited,
however please notify
author and source if using.
We do not intentionally
infringe on copy- rights of
material borrowed for
publication.

CLUB LIASON:

Thomas Van Zuiden
tvanzuiden@cogeco.ca
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